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QUESTION 1

What affects the distance at which notifications are triggered? 

A. the type of proximity beacon 

B. when the campaign was last reset 

C. the power level of the location beacon 

D. architectural and environmental factors 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A Meridian-app developer wants to create an AppMaker app for an airport that includes placemarks and amenities on
the map. What must the app developer consider? 

A. Placemarks can be seen on the map, but not amenities. 

B. Placemarks should have unique names. 

C. Amenities must have unique names. 

D. Amenities will be searchable, but not placemarks. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer uses a Meridian-powered app to get directions from one location to another in a venue. The customer does
not see a blue dot on the map to indicate the location or the device. 

Which method will be used to provide directions? 

A. location-enabled app 

B. USB beacon 

C. battery-powered beacon 

D. self-guided wayfinding 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A WLAN engineer needs to design a remote beacon management solution to support firmware updates to Aruba
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Beacons. The WLAN engineer tries to determine the correct beacon type for the deployment. 

What is accurate and useful information to help with this determination? (Select two.) 

A. AP-325s have a built-in Bluetooth radio to enable remote Beacon management. 

B. USB beacons have only WLAN radios, to be used for both location and remote beacon management. 

C. Battery-powered beacons use the built-in Wi-Fi radio to enable remote beacon management. 

D. USB-enabled APs use the controller network infrastructure to upload beacon management data to the Meridian
Editor. 

E. Battery-powered beacons have both Bluetooth and Wi-Fi radios for remote beacon management. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

What is required for self-guided wayfinding without a blue dot? 

A. battery-powered beacon 

B. WLAN controller 

C. Meridian-powered app 

D. USB beacon 

Correct Answer: C 
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